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Introduction
According to the political philosopher and theorist, Hannah Arendt, ideology
differs from a mere standpoint in that it claims to possess either the key to history,
or the clue to all the problems of the universe, or the ultimate knowledge of the
hidden universal laws governing nature and man. The scientific aspect in ideology
is secondary and appears in them for the sake of giving them a form of irrefutable
evidence [6]. We can give this definition to ideologies that are actively promoted
by Armenian diasporas around the world. Despite the illogical and irrational nature
of their position, the Armenian propagandists nevertheless managed to win the
support of a significant part of the world elite and people. However, Azerbaijan,
with all irrefutable facts and historical evidences of its fair position, cannot achieve
similar results. The aim of this paper is to analyze the weaknesses in promoting
state priorities and propose alternative approaches to ensure the national interests
of Azerbaijan.
Quality vs. quantity
According to the fifth rule of successful diplomacy given by the eminent theorist of
the realistic paradigm, Hans Morgenthau, “we have to give up the shadow of
worthless rights for the substance of real advantage” [1, p. 107]. The main problem
of Azerbaijan diplomacy in spreading the truth about the Nagorno-Karabakh
conflict is to consider this issue from the point of view of legal prism. The problem
is that Azerbaijan, relying on the truth, justice and firmness of facts confirming its
position, intrudes into the sphere of complete intrigue, deception, backstage deals,
interests of world politics and expects an impartial review of this conflict. To
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support the Azerbaijani position in the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict and achieve
recognition of the Khojaly genocide, the March genocide by the world community,
Azerbaijan needs to break away from the legal and abstract side of these issues and
transfer them from the flat of facts to the flat of interests. The problem should not
be viewed as a legitimacy of recognition of the fair position of Azerbaijan by key
states of the world, but as a degree of their interest in recognizing these
incontestable incidents.
Based on this, it is advisable to mobilize and distribute forces and resources not
from a quantitative point of view, but a qualitative one. Despite the legal equality
of states, countries are not equal in terms of their political weight. Among the key
states with an impressive political weight and being the starting point for other
countries, we can list such countries as the USA, Russia, France, China, Great
Britain, Germany, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Iran, India, etc. Among the listed states,
the USA is a platform of rivalry between Azerbaijan and Armenia. Across the
United States, the number of Azerbaijani caucus in Congress reaches 42 members,
which is a small number when compared to the Armenian Caucus of 155 members
[4, p. 18-24]. In order to increase the number of Azerbaijani caucus and give
political weight to the Azerbaijani diaspora in the United States, it is advisable to
establish closer cooperation with representatives of those countries and people who
were subjected to genocide, apartheid and crimes against humanity. Joint
conferences, days of mourners, participation in each other's events can significantly
increase the position of Azerbaijan not only in the US but also in other countries.
An important specific feature in promoting national interests is attentiveness to the
legal system of the object state. According to research conducted by sociologists,
the Supreme Court judge is considered to be of the most prestigious position in the
United States. According to the great statesman of America, Charles Evans
Hughes, “We are under a Constitution but the Constitution is what the Court says it
is” [2, p. 22]. Unlike congressmen, senators, ministers and presidents, Supreme
Court judges are appointed for life and have neither temptation nor the need to
cater to the private interests of diasporas and lobbyist organizations. Also, the US
Supreme Court may declare the regulations of other branches as anti-constitutional
and unlawful, thereby invalidating them. Finally, in the US political system, it is
the Supreme Court that is the highest appellate instance, whose decision cannot be
quashed or revised by another instance. Based on this fact, it would be reasonable
to seek to ensure certain national interests of Azerbaijan in countries with the
Anglo-Saxon legal system as of the United States and Commonwealth countries.
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Prestigious Pressure Levers
In order to achieve the support of the international community and the states of the
world for the fair position of Azerbaijan on the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict, it is
necessary to establish relations with the representatives of the elites of these
countries. However, this task has problems such as the definition of those
belonging to the country's elite and gaining access to them. One of the possible
methods in the definition of elite is the dinner party approach, according to which,
it is necessary to pay attention to those who are most often invited to the most
significant events and whose invitations are accepted more readily than others.
Through this, it is possible to determine not only those who belong to the elite, but
also the prestige that they possess. Another approach is to identify books that are
read by the elite of a given country. For example, research shows that, in France,
not reading the books of Marcel Provost closed the way to the highest echelons of
society [9]. Research in America shows that the entire Boston elite is going to the
Boston Opera House [8]. Based on the foregoing, it can be concluded that
theatrical performances on the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict, the Khojaly genocide,
and the Genocide on March 31, as well as translating incident data into the
language of literary books of those authors who are constantly read by the country's
elite, can have a beneficial effect on the elite of the world’s countries.
Intellectuals form a significant part of the highest stratum of any society and exert
influence on state bodies and the masses. The hierarchy of prestige in the
intellectual elite is determined by a phenomenon called “academic reputation”.
According to this, the scientists who created the new method, approach, pattern, or
technology occupy the highest level in the intellectual hierarchy, because their
inventions make it possible to develop and improve the research of other scientists.
This, in turn, allows other scientists not to study all existing scientific literature, but
to focus their attention on the research and new publications of these scientists [7].
Guided by this, it would be advisable for Azerbaijan diplomacy to advance national
interests with the help of scholars and journalists who have been awarded Nobel
and Pulitzer Prize. On one hand, this will add confidence to our positions, and on
the other, will introduce it to the many other intellectuals who periodically monitor
the works of the Nobel and Pulitzer laureates.
Psychological and Psycholinguistic Factors
In addition to the impact from above, Azerbaijani diplomacy can turn to the
methods of influence from below. Observations show that regardless of the
political regime, the leadership of each country is considered with the opinion and
values of the majority of the population. An optimal method for determining the
opinion of the population is surveying. However, psycholinguistic studies show
that, depending upon the form of the question, the results can vary greatly. For
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example, according to one survey, 50% of Americans trust mainstream religion,
but only 35% trust organized religion. About 63% of them have very high
confidence in the army, navy and air force, but this figure is only 48% when it
comes to military and 21% in case of military leaders. While 21% of Americans
have great confidence in the organized labor movement, only 7% are so inclined
towards the big union [3, p. 467]. As can be observed, two questions are similar in
meaning but difference in form leads to two different results.
Based on this, polls related to the problems of national security of Azerbaijan
should be made taking into account the ideological and value priorities of these
countries. Thus, the survey to be conducted in a democratic country should focus
on the terrorist acts of Armenians and the unfriendly, hostile neighborhood of
Armenians to Azerbaijan which received its freedom. As is well known in the “free
world,” words as “terror”, “good-neighborhood” and “freedom” have a special
psychological meaning. If polls are conducted in non-democratic countries, then
the religious and ethnic characteristics of the population should be taken as a basis.
Thus, in Muslim countries, emphasis should be placed on the “genocide of the
Muslim population of Azerbaijan” by Armenians, including “Muslim women”,
“Muslim old people” and “Muslim children” and the destruction of many “Islamic
shrines”.
A productive approach to promoting Azerbaijani interests abroad, is to establish
cooperation with influential representatives of the middle class in various societies.
Sociological studies show that if you gather a group of Americans, unfamiliar to
each other, in the same room and give them a difficult assignment, they will turn to
the doctor among them for advice and guidance. Researchers explain this by the
fact that doctors make vital decisions every day- decisions related to life and death.
However, not only doctors occupy existential professions, this category also
includes lawyers who are busy streamlining the regulatory framework of society.
We note especially that the internal structure of lawyers differs in degree of
influence. The judges, therefore, take a leading position, followed by prosecutors,
and in the last place are lawyers defending the accused. In addition to doctors and
lawyers, special mention should be made of police officers, mayors, scientists who
“reveal the secrets of God and nature” and teachers who can distinguish
information from misinformation and have a constant connection with the families
of their wards [9]. Based on the conducted research, cooperation with
representatives of the above professions may have a beneficial effect on the
promotion of the national interests of Azerbaijan.
Cultural approach
The experience of traditional rallies, pickets, petitions, marches in support and
flash mobs shows their incompetence as successful methods of propaganda. In a
dynamic world are needed more creative modes of action. As a model, this paper
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proposes the approach of Immersive Theaters. Unlike traditional theaters, viewers
become direct witnesses and participants in a theatrical performance. Immersive
theaters are usually organized in large mansions or on the territory of old plants and
factories. The audience watches what is happening not from seats but from the
stage, and has the opportunity to choose the passive-only observation, or active
participation in the theatrical performance. In immersive theaters, several plot lines
are usually unfolded at once, which in turn does not allow viewing the entire
performance at a time and stimulates the viewer to re-watch. Based on this
approach, Azerbaijan’s diplomacy can propagate the events of the Khojaly
genocide, the genocide of March 31 and the military clashes of the Karabakh war
with the help of immersive theaters. According to Interfax, in 2017, 2 million 692
thousand tourists arrived in Azerbaijan [10]. State subsidization of free excursions
for tourists to these immersive theaters would provide an opportunity to promote
the fair position of Azerbaijan to 2 million representatives of the international
community every year. If we assume that each of the participants will take photos
from the performance and share them on social networks, then the scale of the
covered audience can be increased tenfold. It is also advisable to finance such
theatrical performances in the main tourist centers of the world and in cities of
concentration of influence such as Washington, London, Paris, Lisbon, Beijing,
Tokyo, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Berlin, Rome, etc.
Under the conditions of ideological confrontation, we can propose the organization
of museums of a new type as a method of propaganda. Jewish museums of the
Holocaust can be represented as a prototype of a new type of museums. Museums
in memory of the victims of the Holocaust are built according to the type of Nazi
concentration camps. Each visitor to the museum gets a copy of the passport of a
real historical prisoner of a concentration camp. The tour does not take place
throughout the museum, but only in those places where, according to historical
data, has been the passport holder. At the exit you get the information about
ultimate fate of your “hero,” whether he could survive or not [5]. Such an
excursion scenario allows the visitor to experience all the horrors of the Holocaust
in their own skin and leaves them with unforgettable emotional memories. The use
of a similar approach in the museums dedicated to the Karabakh war or the
genocide in Khojaly will provide not only quantitative, but also qualitative tangible
changes.

Conclusion
Despite the significant backlog of Azerbaijan from Armenia in the construction of
the diaspora, successful propaganda and effective lobbying of their interests
abroad, the above research can significantly reduce the gap between the two states
and will enable Azerbaijan to strengthen its position in the international
community. The level of successful promotion of national interests is directly
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proportional to the diversified and coordinated scientific synthesis and inversely
proportional to highly specialized political science analysis. The scientific
approach described in this article − consideration of national priorities not from the
point of view of emotions, but from the position of interests, position of reason
while applying sociological, politological, psychological and psycholinguistic
methods, allows us to view this issue in a new light.
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XÜLASƏ

Azərbaycanın xaricdəki milli maraqlarının təşviqinə alternativ
yanaşmalar
Elşən Məcidov
Azərbaycan Dillər Universiteti, Bakı, Azərbaycan
Bildiyimiz kimi, Ermənistan diaspor quruculuğu sahəsində və dövlətin
maraqlarının xaricdə təşviqi sahəsində olduqca böyük nailiyyətlərə malikdir.
Ermənistanın bu sahədəki uğurları Azərbaycanın regiondakı mövqeləri və Dağlıq
Qarabağ münaqişəsinin nizamlanması prosesi ilə tərs mütənasib əlaqədədir.
Bundan çıxış edərək, məqalənin əsas məqsədi Azərbaycanın milli maraqlarının
məhdudluq səbəblərini araşdırmaq və problemin həlli üçün alternativ yanaşmaları
təşviq etməkdir.
Cənubi Qafqazda siyasi ziddiyyətlərin, habelə Ermənistan Azərbaycan arasında
qarşıdurmanı daha dərindən anlamaq üçün məqalənin müəllifi bu məsələni
fənnlərarası yanaşma prizmasından çıxış edərək, humanitar və empirik elmlərdən
müxtəlif yanaşmaları cəlb etməklə araşdırmışdır.
Məqalənin nəzəri və konseptual əsasları beynəlxalq münasibətlərin realizm
paradiqmasına əsaslanır. Məqalə metodologiya qismində tərkibinə sosioloji
tədqiqatları, sosial sorğuları, psixoloji və psixolinqvinstik metodları daxil edir.

Açar sözlər: Cənubi Qafqaz, beynəlxalq münasibətlər, diaspora,milli maraq,
münaqişə
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РЕЗЮМЕ
Альтернативные подходы к продвижению национальных
интересов Азербайджана за рубежом
Эльшан Маджидов
Азербайджанский Университет Языков, Баку, Азербайджан
Как известно, Армения имеет большие достижения в сфере
строительства диаспоры и продвижения интересов государства за рубежом.
Успех Армении в этой области противоречит позиции Азербайджана в
регионе и процессу урегулирования нагорно-карабахского конфликта.
Основной целью статьи является исследование причин национальных
интересов Азербайджана и поощрение альтернативных подходов к решению
проблемы.
Чтобы лучше понять политические противоречия на Южном Кавказе, а
также конфликт между Арменией и Азербайджаном, автор статьи исследовал
эту проблему, применяя различные подходы к гуманитарным и
эмпирическим наукам с позиций междисциплинарного подхода.
Теоретическая и концептуальная основа статьи основана на парадигме
реализма международных отношений. Статья как методология, состоит из
социологических исследований, социологических опросов, психологические
и психолингвистические методов.
Ключевые слова: Южный Кавказ, международные отношения, диаспора,
национальные интересы, конфликт

